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ABSTRACT 
Microarray technology provides approach to measure the expression levels of large 
number of genes simultaneously and to look insight into the transcriptional state of the cell. It 
can be used for searching for co-expressed genes under certain conditions. As such, it has 
become a powerful tool in genetic network research and functional genomics. Meanwhile, 
the technology produces large amounts of data and the data interpretation becomes a major 
bottleneck. 
In this study, public yeast gene expression data is analyzed by Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA), Hierarchical Clustering, Self Organizing Mapping (SOM) and Adaptive 
Resonance Theory 2 (ART-2). The four statistical methods are also applied to maize 
chloroplast protein expression data in greening process. PCA can reduce the dimensionality 
of data set. The first few components contain most variance in the data and represent 
meaningful expression patterns. ART-2, a neural network method, is for the first time applied 
to gene expression analysis in our study. ART-2 provides very good clustering quality. 
Compared with Hierarchical Clustering and SOM, ART-2 is not limited by the rigid structure 
of Hierarchical Clustering and is not required to determine the clustering number in the 
beginning such as SOM. ART-2 has ability to deal with noise in the data and is easy to 
implement and interpret the result. The algorithm is also fast and scalable. 
1 
CHAPTERl BACKGROUND 
The timing of gene expression, the quantity of proteins produced and the localization 
of proteins are important to the organism. There is a logical connection between the 
molecular function of proteins, also with the state of biological systems, and the variation 
pattern in the gene expression under different conditions. Co-regulated genes may share 
similar expression profiles and be involved in related functions or regulated by common 
regulatory elements. 
DNA Microarray technology provides approach to measure the expression levels of 
many different genes simultaneously and to look insight into the transcriptional state of the 
cell [ 1]. It can be used to search co-expressed genes under certain conditions. As such, it has 
become a powerful tool in genetic network research and the functional genomics. 
Meanwhile, the technology produces large amounts of data and the data interpretation is still 
a major bottleneck. 
Currently there are many different approaches to analyze the large-scale gene 
expression data. Usually the analysis involves clustering and grouping gene expression 
pattern and interrelating them to functional classification, phenotypes, or metabolic and 
regulatory pathways [2-4]. Most of them fall into the following two categories: unsupervised 
fashion and supervised fashion. 
- Unsupervised fashion (Hierarchical Clustering, Self Organizing Mapping, Principal 
Component Analysis, Adaptive Resonance Theory, etc.) 
- Supervised fashion 
Machine learning (Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, etc) 
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The supervised approach needs a characterized data set ( e.g., a set of genes with 
known function). Based on the prior knowledge, the classification rules can be built and new 
items can be classified into the classes. M. Brown, etc. apply SVMs to functionally 
classifying genes using gene expression data from DNA microarray hybridization 
experiments. The sets of genes with a common function can be identified using gene 
expression data [5]. The disadvantage of the supervised approach is that such kind of prior 
information is usually not available. 
The unsupervised approach has no such limitation. Methods such as hierarchical 
clustering, SOM and PCA are extensively used for gene expression data to search the 
expression patterns. Usually the output of clustering is visualized, conveying an intuitive 
form for biologists. In this thesis, we try to use different unsupervised methods to the same 
data set and compare the results. 
A microarray data set typically consists of a set of objects described by a number of 
characters. Usually, the objects are the measured genes in the experiment, and the characters 
are the levels of expression of genes under some specific conditions. If the objects are 
described by a very small nubmer of characters (eg. 2 or 3), we can plot the data in two or 
three dimensions and differentiate classes without more pre-processing to data. However, if 
objects are characterised by a large number of characters, it is not possible to plot the data 
simply. In order to find pattern in the data, the data set should be transformed into a 
manageable form. Basically, this can be done from two aspects: reducing the nubmer of 
characters by representing the old data using smaller number of characters, or reducing the 
nubmer of objects by grouping them into subsets. Principal Component Analysis is a method 
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usually used in the former category. Hierarchical Clustering, SOM and ART-2 belong to the 
later category. 
Principal Component Analysis 
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique to summarize a large data matrix 
to a fewer manageable dimensions by transforming a large number of possibly correlated 
variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The 
principal components give a new set of linearly combined measurements. The first principal 
component captures as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding 
component captures as much of the remaining variability as possible. The first few PC's 
account for most variability in the data and are considered as the key variables to represent 
the old data set. Thus, the data can be compressed without much loss of information [ 6]. 
To compute the principal components, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are 
computed from the covariance matrix of variables in old data. The eigenvector associated 
with the largest eigenvalue has the same direction as the first principal component. The 
eigenvector associated with the second largest eigenvalue determines the direction of the 
second principal component, and so on. Each component is a linear combination of the 
original variables, while the coefficients are the coefficients in the eigenvector. So the 
principal components are also considered to be meaningful underlying variables in the old 
data. In gene expression data, a principal component represents a regulatory process, which 
contributes to the overall expression when the expression pattern associated with the 
principal component is biologically interpretable [7, 11 ]. 
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The following is a brief procedure to compute the principal components in a data set. 
Beginning with an nxm matrix of gene expression data, where the rows are measured genes 
(n) and the columns are experiment conditions (m), we need calculate the covariance between 
each conditions pair. Here is the formula for covariance: 
Thus, we can build an mxm covariance matrix of conditions by 
C= 
cov(dirrr1, dim1) cov(dirrr1, dim2) ... cov(dirrr1, dimm) 
cov(dim2, dim1) cov(dim2, dim2) .. . 
cov(dim3, dim1) cov(dim3, dim2) .. . 
cov(dim2, dimm) 
cov( dim3, dimm) 
cov(dimm, dirrr1) cov(dimm, dim2)... cov(dimm, dimm) 
The next step is to calculate the eigenvectors and associated eigenvalues for the mxm 
covariance matrix. The eigenvectors are sorted by the eigenvalues that are the variances that 
the eigenvectors account for. A new nxp (p less than m) matrix can be built by projecting 
each gene along the first p principal components. Assuming: VtJ is the t1h coefficient for the /h 
eigenvector and air is the expression value of gene i under the lh condition. The new 





The new data set in the terms of principal components can be used in further study 
applying other analysis method. 
Clustering Methods 
Clustering of data is a method to group large sets of data into clusters of smaller data 
sets with some similarity. The main objective of clustering analysis is to find out the 
similarities among experiments or among genes and then group the similar samples or genes 
together for the convenience of understanding and visualization. There are two major styles 
of clustering: hierarchical clustering and partitioning (also called k-clustering). For the 
former, one cluster with larger size is composed of smaller clusters. For the later, every 
object is assigned to exactly one cluster. There are many clustering algorithms. How to 
choose a clustering algorithm for a particular problem is usually based on the following 
criteria: the nature of the data, the anticipated clusters, the scalability, the ability to deal with 
noise and result presentation [8]. In this thesis, Hierarchical Clustering, SOM (Self 
Organizing Map) and ART-2 (Adaptive Resonance Theory 2) are used. 
Hierarchical clustering 
Hierarchical cluster analysis is a statistical method to find relatively homogeneous 
groups of cases based on measured characteristics. This method will compute a dendrogram 
that assembles all elements into a single tree. Starting with a data set of n genes, similarity 
scores of all pairs of genes are computed by using some metric. Generally, Pearson 
correlation coefficient or Euclidean distance is used to quantify the similarity. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient for two genes X and Y, whose expression levels are measured over N 
conditions, is calculated by the following formula [2], 
where 
6 
}':; - y of fort 
<hr 
Gi is the primary data for gene Gin condition i. Goffset is the mean of observations on G. 
The Euclidean distance defines the distance measure between two points p= ( pi, p2, .... ) and 
d= 
The similarity scores of all pairs establish an upper-diagonal matrix, shown as following: 
Genel Gene2 Gene3 Gene4 Gene5 
Genel 0 S(l,2) S(l,3) S(l,4) S(l ,5) 
Gene2 0 S(2,3) S(2,4) S(2,5) 
Gene3 0 S(3,4) S(3,5) 
Gene4 0 S(4,5) 
Gene5 0 
The matrix is scanned to identify the most similar pair of genes, which has the highest 
value with the metric of Pearson correlation coefficient, or the lowest value with the metric 
of Euclidean distance. A new composite node is constructed by joining these two genes. The 
expression profile for the node is computed by averaging the expression values for the joined 
genes. The two joined genes are replaced by the new node in the similarity score matrix. This 
process is repeated n-1 times and all genes are joined into one single element. 
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The graphical result of the hierarchical algorithm is illustrated by dendrogram, where 
each joined pair of genes is represented by a binary tree, with the length of the branch set to 
the distance between the merged genes. 
Software of the hierarchical clustering used in this project is Cluster, from Eisen lab 
(http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm). The result display software named Tree View, which 
is associated with Cluster, is from the same source. 
Adaptive resonance theory - 2 
Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) was introduced by G. Carpenter and S. Grossberg 
in 1976. It is a series of neural architectures for unsupervised learning, including the first and 
most basic architecture ART-1 that learns and recognizes binary pattern [26], and ART -2 that 
can cluster continuous data [27]. It is a gradient based multi-layer perceptron approach. This 
approach involves the recruitment of units and the training of only small portions of the 
network at a time (typically only those connections between the input units and the 
resonating unit). It solves the Stability-Plasticity dilemma, which is defined as when the 
learning of the neural network needs to be plastic to learn new patterns and at the same time 
remain stable to deal with more frequent and irrelevant patterns. ART model can preserve its 
previously learned knowledge while continuing to learn new things. 
In the beginning of clustering, there is no need to set number of clusters; clusters are 
created as required. The new cluster creation is controlled by the vigilance parameter. This 
parameter regulates the system and provides a balance between memorizing as many patterns 
as possible and generalizing new patterns into broader classes. A training example is allowed 
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to modify a cluster only if that cluster is sufficiently close to the training example; otherwise 
a new cluster is formed based on the training example. 
The ART model used in our project is ART2-A [29], a version of ART2 that 
emphasizes functionality and speed. The code is developed based on the following algorithm 
[28]: 
Let: -a: positive nu~Qer o· s 1/ ..fN;; 
13: small posit ive number .. 
e: normalliatlon parameter O < 0 < 1/ :.,/Nix 
p: vigilance parameter O s; p < 1 
o. For each exarri'ple xl" -lh the database 
Oa. Normalize x(n to have magnitude 1 
Ob. Replace coordinates of x'" th at are <8 by O (remove small noise signals} 
Oc. Re-normalize :x{n 
1. Start w ith no prototype vectors (c lusters) 
2. Perform Iterations until no example ca.uses any chQnge. At th is i::o lnt quit because stabil ity has been 
achieved: Fo r·each Iteration, choose the nextexamplexCn In cyclic order 
3. Find the prototype wk (cluster) not yet tried during this iteration that m~xlmlzeswkTx(n 
(inner pro::luct of two norm al vectors is equal to the oosine of the angle between the vectors) 
4. Test w hether wk i!S suffic iently similar to x<n 
· Naw 
wJx<" ~aL x<"W · 
i=1 
4a . If not then 
4a1. Make a new cluster with prototype set to xCn 
4a2. End thi s Iterat ion and return to step 2 for tti e. next example 
4b. If suffic iently similar. then testfor vigilance acceptabil ity 
w~ x(n ?- P 
4 b1 . If acceptable then x(n belongs to wk. Modify wk to be more like x(n 
(1- j3)wk + ~ (n 
w k = 1(1 -- ~)wk +~("II 
and go to step 2 for the next iteration w ith the next example 
4b2. If not acceptable, then make a n eiN cluster w ith prototype set to to x<n 
There are four parameters used in the model: 
a - parameter to check similarity (set as O.5/SQRT(N) in our project) 
- update parameter (set as O.5/SQRT(N) in our project) 
0 - normalization parameter (set as 0.15 in our project) 
p - vigilance (set when run the program) 
where N is the number of training examples in the data set. 
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First, the input data is preprocessed by normalization and by replacing values below a 
certain threshold as zeros. This scales the data and helps dealing with the small noise. 
Starting with no clusters, each input vector is compared with the existing clusters for 
similarity. If no sufficiently similar cluster is found for the vector or the vigilance is not 
accepted, a new cluster is created based on the input vector. Otherwise, the similar cluster 
will be modified by the input vector. This action is iterated until stability has been achieved. 
Self organizing map 
The Self organizing map (SOM) is a method for producing ordered low-dimensional 
representations of an input data space. It was developed by Teuvo Kohonen in the early 
1980s. It is widely used as a data mining and visualization method for complex data sets in 
areas such as image processing, speech recognition, process control, economical analysis and 
diagnostics in industry and in medicine [30]. It is also well suited for clustering of gene 
expression patterns and is able to catch partial structure on the clusters [9]. The SOM 
algorithm is fast, scalable and easy for implementation. The clustering result is also easy for 
interpretation and visualization. 
The SOM consists of a set of processing units in a regular grid. Each unit is mapped 
into a model of some multidimensional observation, eventually a vector. The dimensionality 
of the vector is determined by the number of experiments in the used data set. Initially the 
vectors are randomized. In the grid, there is a relationship among units based on the distance 
between them. One unit has a closest neighbor unit among the other units. At the beginning 
the relationship of the units in the grid has no bearing on the relationships between the 
vectors that associate with them. The map is initially unorganized. After initialization, 
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subsequent iterative adjustments are performed. In each iteration, a gene is picked up 
randomly from the data set and its-expression pattern is compared to each of the vectors 
initialized randomly at the beginning and associated with each unit. The best match unit that 
maps nearest to selected gene is identified by the condition: 
Vi, 11 x ( t) - me (t) 11 < 11 x( t) - II1i ( t) II -
Then the nodes in the grid are moved toward the selected gene by updating the associated 
vectors: 
where hc(x ).i is the neighborhood function, which decreases with the distance of the 
ith and cth units on the grid and with iteration number. Thus, the best match unit is moved 
most to more closely resemble the picked genes expression pattern. Other units are also 
modified by smaller amounts depending on the distance to the best match unit. So they also 
resemble the genes expression pattern a little more closely. At the same time the units 
become ordered on the grid so that similar units are close to each other and dissimilar units 
are far from each other. Thus the map has become organized. 
After a large number iterations occur, each gene is partitioned into a unit whose 
associated vector is most similar to the genes expression pattern. In this thesis, we use a 
publicly available implementation of SOM, GENECLUSTER, which is developed by P. 
Tamayo, etc. The download website is: 
http://wvv·w. genome. wi. mi t.edu/cancer/software/ gen eel uster/ genecluster.html 
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CHAPTER 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We use three gene expression data sets in the project. The 1st data set includes three 
yeast gene groups; the 2nd is consisted of yeast genes in genetic information processing 
pathways; the 3rd is maize chloroplast proteomics data. 
1st Data Set: Yeast Gene Groups 
The yeast gene dataset used in this section are selected based on the functional 
classification from MIPS (munich information center of protein sequences). All selected 
genes have known biological functions. The following three function groups are used: 
(1) CELL GROWTH, CELL DIVISION AND DNA SYNTHESIS - Meiosis (96 genes) 
(2) CELLULAR TRANSPORT AND TRANSPORT MECHANISMS - Mitochondrial 
transport ( 62 genes) 
(3) PROTEIN SYNTHESIS - Ribosome biogenesis (171 genes) 
The total gene number in the three function groups is 329. 
In the expression profile analysis, we use the microarray data in yeast sporulation 
experiment. All sexually reproducing organisms have a specialized developmental pathway 
for gametogenesis, in which diploid cells undergo meiosis to produce haploid germ cells. 
Gametogenesis in yeast (sporulation) involves two overlapping processes, meiosis and spore 
morphogenesis, and results in four haploid spores. Each spore is capable of germinating and 
fusing with a cell of the opposite mating type. 
DNA microarrays contained nearly all yeast genes (about 6200) to assay changes in 
gene expression during sporulation. After transfer of wild-type (strain SKI) diploid yeast 
12 
cells to a nitrogen-deficient medium that induces sporulation, seven distinct temporal patterns 
of induction were observed. The seven time points are: 0 hours, 0.5 hours, 2 hours, 5 hours, 7 
hours, 9 hours, 11 hours [ 1 O]. Figure 1 shows the major events in the sporulation. 
The expression data for each selected gene is extracted from the whole sporulation 
microarray dataset, which is downloaded from Stanford Saccharomyces Genome Database. 
The extracted data is analyzed by PCA method, and the first few principal components are 
selected for the clustering analysis. SOM, ART-2 and Hierarchical Clustering are applied on 
both the original gene group data set and the principal component data set. The results of the 
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Figure 1: Landmark events of sporulation (From S.Chu paper) 
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2nd Data Set: Pathways In Yeast Genetic Information Processing 
In all living organisms, there are large numbers of chemical reactions. Usually these 
reactions are catalyzed by enzymes. Many of these reactions take place in sequence. We call 
such sequences of reactions as pathways. Because pathways have the ordering feature in time 
series, and gene expression pattern represents the gene expression levels and changes over 
time series, it is a possible approach to find pathway information from gene expression 
pattern. Known pathways have been established on restricted number of model organisms. 
We select yeast genes from pathways in KEGG, which collects pathway diagrams that 
represent static networks of metabolism and regulation. Each object in the diagram is a gene 
product like enzyme and protein compound. From the pathway diagrams, we can find the 
corresponding genes to enzymes or protein compounds [15]. 
We select all available pathways related with yeast genetic information processing in 
KEGG, including transcription, translation, sorting and degradation, replication and repair. 
These processes are sequenced in life cycle. So it is expected that the genes in these 
processes be expressed in temporal order. 
The used Microarray data is still from yeast Sporulation experiment. The experiment 
covers all phases in genetic information processing. It provides a good time series matching 
to selected pathways. 
In transcription phase, we collect genes in pathway Basal transcription factors. 
In translation phase, we collect genes in the following three pathways: Ribosome, translation 
factors and Aminoacyle_tRNA biosynthesis. 
Two pathways Protein Export and Protease related with Sorting and Degradation are 
also used in this data set. 
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In Replication and Repair phase, only one pathway DNA polymerase is available. 
In the selected genes data set, several protein complexes are involved: ribosome, proteasome, 
DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase and transcription factors. The genes in the same protein 
complex should show significant co-expression. Generally, permanent complexes, which are 
maintained through most cellular conditions, have particularly strong relationship with 
expression, while transient complexes do not have strong co-expression pattern. For many 
complexes, the presence of all the subunits is necessary for the functionality. The 
independent expression or absence of any one subunit will disable the complex function and 
would be energetically costly [ 16]. 
In this part, we try to study the expression relationship of genes in same pathway and 
genes in same protein complex. We also want to compare the results of SOM using original 
data set and PCA data set. At last, we will try ART-2 method on the original data set and 
compare clustering result with SOM result. 
3rd Data Set: Maize Chloroplast Proteomics Data 
The development of etioplasts into chloroplast is a well-characterized system that has 
been studied since the 1960' s. Etiolated plants are grown in the dark and then transferred to 
normal light in order to follow plastid development. This process is referred to as 'greening' 
because of the change in leaf color from yellow to green and is accompanied by great 
underlying structural change that is mainly the development of the thylakoid membranes. 
Greening is tightly regulated by extensive signaling between the plastid genome 
and the nuclear genome in order to coordinate gene expression with import and 
15 
assembly of proteins necessary for photosynthesis. The total set of proteins localized to the 
chloroplast is called the chloroplast proteome, which is estimated to contain between 1900 
and 2500 proteins [19]. 
Previous research shows that the pool of proteins and their expression patterns change 
during the greening process [20]. It is possible to follow the global expression of proteins 
during greening using proteomics. Proteomics is an old technique that has risen in popularity 
because of recent advances in technology and computation that make the process easier, 
more reliable, and more reproducible [21]. Although there are many variations of the 
technology, proteomics primarily relies on the separation of proteins in two dimensional gels. 
The first dimension is isoelectric point (PI) and the second dimension is molecular mass. 
Staining allows visualization of a 'map' of protein spots that represent the total proteome of 
the tissue at a point in time. These proteins are then cut out of the 2D gel and digested in gel 
with the protease, trypsin. The cleaved peptide fragments are eluted, mixed with a matrix, air 
dried on· a mass spec plate, and then mass speced on a matrix assisted laser desorption 
ionization time of flight, MALDI-TOF, mass spectrometer. The masses of the peptide 
fragments are unique for individual proteins and can be used as a 'fingerprint'. This 
fingerprint is compared against hypothetical trypsin digested databases to obtain 
identification of the protein spot. Identification is aided by a scoring system and by 
verification that the identified protein matches the PI point and weight of the original spot. 
Each protein may have multiple spots due to isoforms and post-translation modifications; 
degradation products and dimers also may appear on the gel. 
Proteomics allows for large scale analysis of changes in the proteome over time. In 
order to derive biological meaning from this data set, statistical clustering is employed. 
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The data set is from Dr. Rodemel's lab in Iowa State University. 
8 days old maize plants grown in the dark are moved to the light. Tissue is collected at 
five time points: 0, 2, 4, 12 and 48 hours after illumination to light. After isolating 
etioplast/chloroplast and purifying proteins, 2-D gels are run on each time point for the total 
protein pool. At each time point, there are four replicates. From the four replicate gels, a 
standard computerized image is created. This image is based on one of the replicates, with 
spots added in and subtracted as needed. For spots to be included on the standard gel, the 
following criteria are used: 
a) existing in at least 3 out of 4 gels 
b) not "faint" ( within the bottom 5 % of the intensity range of the image) 
c) not "saturated" ( out of the linear range of the scanner) 
d) consistent shape, size and position 
The spots are scanned for quantification and only spots with quality score greater than 30 
are included in the final data. The median value of the replicates with quality score greater 
than 30 is calculated as the expression level of the protein at the time point. If all four 
replicates have quality scores less than 30, the expression value is 0. One spot is considered 
valid if it has non-zero value for at least one time point. Totally, there are 526 valid spots. 
About 50 spots are identified as proteins. These proteins' expression will be studied using 
PCA and clustering methods. 
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CHAPTER 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1st Data Set: Yeast Gene Groups 
Principal component analysis 
Run PCA on the collected dataset, 329 rows of genes and 7 columns of conditions 
corresponding to each of the experiment time points. Table 1 shows all 7 principal 
components and corresponding eigenvalues. Figure 2 is plot of the eigenvalues of the 
components. We use the (70/n)% of the overall variability as cutoff. The first three 
components lie above the cutoff, suggesting three dimensions for the data. They account for 
73% of the total variability. 
Figure 3 shows the first three principal components in our dataset. Compared with the 
result from paper [11], which used all the 6118 known or predicted genes from yeast, we find 
the first two principal components are the same with the first components from the paper. 
The third component is also similar, except the concavity has different direction. The first 
component represents a weighted expression average of a particular experiment. Genes with 
highly positive values associated with this component are induced in sporulation, whereas 
genes with highly negative values are repressed. 
The second component represents the expression change over time. The coefficient 
increases from negative to positive values. Genes with highly positive values along this 
component are repressed early but induced later, whereas genes with highly negative values 
are induced early but repressed later. 
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The third component represents another expression pattern. The coefficients are 
positive at early and late time points, but negative at the middle time points. Genes with 
positive values along this component are induced at beginning and final time points, but 
repressed at middle time points. Genes with negative values are induced at middle time 
points, but repressed at beginning and ending time points. 
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Figure 2: Plot of eigenvalues of the principal components. Most of the variance in the data set is contained in 
the first three principal components. 
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Figure 3: Plots of the coefficients of the first three principal components. Each coefficient indicates the weight 
of a particular experiment in the principal component. The first principal component has all positive value, 
representing the overall average expression level. The second component has negative values in early time 
points and positive values in late time points, representing the gene expression change through time points. The 
third component captures information about the concavity in the expression pattern over time. 
Self organizing mapping 
We use GeneCluster from MIT to cluster the dataset with 7 time points based on 
SOM algorithm. The result figure gives an intuitive way to understand the expression pattern 
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of each cluster. The Figure 4 shows the gene number in each cluster, and the centroid (mean) 
and error bar (standard deviation) for the cluster. Gene expression value is transformed by 
standardization with mean 0 and variance 1. So the results represent the shape of expression 
patterns rather than absolute expression value. 
The table 2 shows the distribution of the three gene groups into the clusters. The 
values in the row are numbers of genes that are clustered into each cluster. 
The genes in cluster 0 and 3 are induced during the sporulation period. Though the 
shapes of them are not identical, the genes in the two clusters are most active in time point 5 
(hours 7 in the experiment). The genes in cluster 3 also have high expression level at time 
point 4 (hours 5 in the experiment). 73% genes in Meiosis groups are included in the cluster 
0 and cluster 3. These genes increase their expression level through time, and reach the 
expression peak around time point 4 or 5 (hours 5 or 7 in the experiment). It coincides with 
the biological activity during the sporulation. After transfer to sporulation medium, yeast 
cells begin to replicate and recombine chromosomes. Then two consecutive nuclear divisions 
(meiosis I and meiosis II) follow. In meiosis I, chromosomes segregate apart. In meiosis II, 
sister chromatids separate. These two steps correspond with time point 4 and 5 (hours 5 and 7 
in the sporulation experiment)[IO]. If we search further to cluster 0 and 3, we can find that 
genes in cluster 3 are induced early than genes in cluster 0. The induction time in cluster 3 is 
time point 3 and the peak is time point 4 and 5. These genes are more likely related with the 
activity in meiosis I. The genes in cluster 0 are induced dramatically at time point 5 and reach 
the expression peak at time point 5 (meiosis II). They are more likely related to the separate 
of sister chromatids in meiosis II. 
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Ribosomal proteins are strongly co-expressed with one another in mRNA expression 
levels [ 14]. Table 2 shows the distribution of Ribosomal genes in the 6 clusters. Most 
ribosomal genes reside in cluster 2. And cluster 1, 3 and 5 also include small number of 
ribosomal genes. Except cluster 3, the other 3 clusters have repressed expression pattern. 
88% ribosomal genes are repressed during the experiment. 
Mitochondrial transport genes are distributed evenly between the 6 clusters. The 
genes in this group have different behaviors. 
We also try to use principal components to cluster the genes. Different PC's 
combinations are used. Tables 3-7 show the clustering results using different combinations of 
PCs. We consider the clustering result of original dataset as external criteria. The clustering 
result using PC's will be compared with the criteria. 
When we use the first two PC's (containing 61 % of variations), almost.all genes are 
clustered into two clusters and gene groups are separated poorly. Though the first two PC's 
contain most of the data variations, they only contain little information of cluster structure. 
Adding the last PC (containing 5.3% of variations) can improve the result obviously. The PC 
with larger variation does not necessarily contain more information of cluster structure than 
PC with smaller variation. 
PCA can reduce the dimensionality of data. The first few PC's contain the most 
variations in the data. But it is possible that PC's with smaller variation contain more 
information of cluster structure. So it is not a good way to apply PCA to data set prior to 
clustering. 
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Table 2: Gene Distribution among the 6 Clusters with original dataset 
Gene Group Cluster0 Clusterl Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Total 
Meiosis 33 3 2 37 9 12 96 
Mito_Trans 9 8 3 5 18 19 62 
Ribosomal 15 25 108 3 3 17 171 
Table 3: Clustering result using the first two PC's 
Gene Group ClusterO Clusterl Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Total 
Meiosis 0 0 43 0 52 96 
Mito_Trans 2 0 0 38 0 22 62 
Ribosomal 0 0 0 170 0 171 
Table 4: Clustering result using the first two PC's and the last PC 
Gene Group ClusterO Cluster I Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Total 
Meiosis 7 5 39 4 15 26 96 
Mito_Trans 5 15 7 11 18 6 62 
Ribosomal 92 45 2 30 171 
Table 5: Clustering result using the first three PC's 
Gene Group ClusterO Cluster I Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Total 
Meiosis 3 18 34 3 10 28 96 
Mito_Trans 8 14 10 7 14 9 62 
Ribosomal 69 33 4 64 0 171 
Table 6: Clustering result using the first three PC's and the last PC 
Gene Group ClusterO Cluster I Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Total 
Meiosis 39 9 2 30 13 3 96 
Mito_Trans 8 IO IO 5 25 4 62 
Ribosomal 3 37 37 7 86 171 
Table 7: Clustering result using all PC's 
Gene Group Cluster0 Cluster} Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Total 
Meiosis 19 11 0 5 60 96 
Mito_Trans 2 I 8 21 0 11 10 62 
Ribosomal 36 12 I 3 77 27 6 171 
Clustering rewlt of original fun~ 
pcintsdata 
Clust-arin;g re:sult of the iot thr~~ 
PC's 
Figure 4: Cluster Centroid View 
ART-2 
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Using ART-2 (vigilance = 0.8) to cluster the three gene groups with original 
expression data, the result is shown in Table 8. Figure 5 shows the cluster centroid view. 
Compared with the SOM result, the Ribosomal genes are more converted into two clusters, 
CO and C5. The cluster C5 in ART-2 is identical with the cluster C2 in SOM. This expression 
pattern is very specific for Ribosomal genes. Both SOM and ART-2 catch the character in the 
data set very well. The cluster C2 in ART-2 is similar with the cluster C3 in SOM, which 
represents the middle time expression. The cluster C 1 in Art-2 is similar with the cluster CO 
in SOM, which represents the middle-late time expression. The cluster C6 can be considered 
as the noise in the data set. 
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Table 8: Clustering result of ART-2 
co Cl 
Meiosis 12 22 
Mito_Trans 27 4 
Ribosomal 61 6 
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Hierarchical clustering 
Hierarchical Clustering is also an approach extensively used to analyze gene 
expression data. Genes with similar expression pattern are combined together. From 
clustering tree, we can find the relation between genes based on expression pattern. Here we 
also compare the clustering results using original data set and PCA data set that includes the 
first three PC's. 
From Figure 6, we see the overall shapes of the two trees are different. Searching 
further to the detail of the trees, we find most genes in sub-tree I and IV of original data set 
are clustered into sub-tree I' of PCA data set. Genes in sub-tree III from original data set are 
almost in sub-tree II' from PCA data set. But not all genes behave as the above description. 
If looking into more details of gene relation in clustering tree, we find the genes 
clustered in deep and small sub-tree from original data set rarely are clustered in the same 
order and the same sub-tree in PCA result. Many neighbor genes in original tree are clustered 
in separate sub trees in PCA tree, though they are still in the same major cluster. 
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Figure 6: Hierarchical clustering results 
2nd Data Set: Pathways In Yeast Genetic Information Processing 
Principal component analysis 
Table 9: Result of PCA on yeast sporulation data 
Projection Principal Components 
on condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
T=0 0.034 -0.024 0.196 -0.468 0.723 0.232 -0.406 
T=0.5 0.500 -0.515 0.641 0.258 0.006 -0.051 0.065 
T=2 0.407 -0.269 -0.265 -0.547 -0.526 0.223 -0.257 
T=5 0.463 -0.062 -0.439 -0.114 0.397 -0.039 0.645 
T=7 0.292 0.559 0.196 0.179 -0.098 0.714 0.112 
T=9 0.205 0.529 0.390 -0.449 -0.138 -0.533 0.143 
T= 11 0.492 0.256 -0.313 0.410 0.120 -0.313 -0.560 
Eigenvalue 12.4731 5.6486 5.0981 3.0380 2.4589 2.1789 1.8704 
% variance 38.1% 17.2% 15.6% 9.3% 7.5% 6.6% 5.7% 
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Table 9 shows the principal components, associated eigenvalues and coefficients 
related to experiments for each PC. Comparing PC's in Table 9 with PCA result of gene 
groups' data set and with the result in S. Raychaudhuri's paper, we can see that the found 
PC's in the three dataset are very similar. In S. Raychaudhuri's paper, they used all available 
genes in yeast (6118 genes). The data set of gene groups includes 329 genes, and the data set 
of pathways includes 237 genes. Both of the two data sets are subsets of the whole yeast 
genes set. The first few PC's extracted from subset are similar with the PC's extracted from 
the whole data set. But the variances associated with those PC's may be different. In the 
whole data set, the variance is more focused on the first few PC's. In subset result, the 
variances included in last PC's will increase. For example, in whole data set, the first three 
PC's contain 95% of total variance in data. In the subset of gene groups, the first three PC's 
contain 73% variance in data. And in the pathway data set, 71 % variance is distributed into 
the first three PC's. 
Self organizing mapping 
Using SOM, genes in the data set are clustered into 6 clusters. Figure 7 shows the 
cluster centroid view of the data set. The clusters 0, 1 and 3 represent the early expression 
pattern. Clusters 4 and 5 represent middle expression (genes are reduced linearly and reach 
the expression peak at the middle time, after the peak point, the expression decreases). 
Table 10 shows the distribution of the pathway genes in the 6 clusters. 
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Table 10: Pathway Genes Distribution among the 6 Clusters Using Original Data 
Pathway co Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Total 
20(L) 15(L) 3(L) 3(L) 
*Translation - Ribosome 16(8) 12(8) 2 (8) 2 (8) l(L) 0 74 
Translation - Translation factors 4 14 12 5 3 1 39 
Translation -Aminoacyle tRNA bio 4 5 4 7 1 1 22 
*Transcription - Basal trans factors 0 2 5 6 8 1 22 
*Transcription - RNA polymerase 5 9 7 2 5 0 28 
*Degradation - Proteasome 0 0 1 1 6 24 32 
*Repli&Repair - DNA polymerase (6,e) 0 0 0 1 5 3 9 
Degradation - Protein export 0 1 2 1 1 2 7 
Note: * marks the protein complexes. In the row of Ribosome, "L" means large subunit, "S" means small 
subunit. 
Figure 7: Cluster centroid view of pathway genes data set 
(1) Expression relationship of genes in the same regulatory pathway 
Except the protein complexes, the genes in other pathways do not show strong co-
expression pattern. 
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The genes in Aminoacyle-tRNA biosynthesis pathway are almost evenly clustered 
into clusters 0, 1, 2 and 3, which represent different expression patterns. The genes in 
Translation factors and Protein export pathways also show the similar result. 
The related enzymes and proteins work together to establish a pathway, but they may 
be constructed at different time. Unlike protein complex, which need all subunits to complete 
its function, the gene products in a pathway do not necessarily express at the same time or 
sequential time. 
(2) Co-expression of protein complex genes 
The SOM result shows that protein complex genes have strong co-expression 
relationship, especially for permanent complex (e.g., Ribosome and Proteasome). The co-
expression relationship of transient complex genes (e.g., RNA polymerase and DNA 
polymerase) is relatively weaker. 
The ribosome is a major cellular constituent, which is the site of protein synthesis in 
all cells. The ribosome is composed of 2 subunits (Large subunit and Small subunit). Each 
subunit is a complex of 1-2 RNA molecules plus many proteins. It is usually thought that the 
components of ribosomes should be present in equal amounts [ 17]. Our result shows the 
ribosome genes have very strong co-expression relationship. 85% ribosome genes are 
clustered into cluster O and 1, which represent the early expression. From the result, we also 
cannot distinguish the large subunit and the small subunit from their expression patterns. The 
two subunits are co-expressed to construct the complex. 
Proteasome is a 26S compound, which has the sorting and degradation function. Like 
the ribosome, the proteasome also includes two subparticles: the 20S and 19S. The 20S 
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contains multiple peptidase activities and is in the center of the complex. The 19S is 
composed of multiple ATPases and components necessary for binding protein substrates and 
attached to the both ends of the 20S particle [18]. 32 genes involved to express the 
proteasome are selected from KEGG database in this research. These genes show very strong 
co-expression relationship. In the SOM result, almost all the 32 genes are in cluster 4 and 5. 
We cannot separate the 20S/l 9S genes from their expression patterns. The classification of 
the 20S/19S particles is based on the proteasome purification procedure. From functional 
perspective, both the two particles are needed to finish the biological activity. 
In the sporulation experiment, the sorting and degradation is the middle and late time 
activity. The expression pattern of proteasome shows the fact. In clusters 4 and 5, the gene 
expression level is low at early time points, and increments gradually to reach the expression 
peak at time point 4, and then decrements after that time. 
DNA polymerase plays the central role to pass the genetic information from 
generation to generation. Each time a cell divides, DNA polymerase duplicates its entire 
DNA, and the cell passes one copy to each daughter cell. DNA polymerase is actually an 
aggregate of several different protein subunits, so it is often called a holoenzyme. The 
subcomponent DNA polymerases 8 and£ show strong co-expression relationship. Almost all 
genes are clustered into clusters 4 and 5, which represent middle and late expression during 
sporulation experiment. 
In the above SOM result, the genes in Basal Transcription factors and RNA 
polymerase do not show strong co-expression patterns. The genes are clustered into several 
different groups. 
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(3) Using PCA data instead of the original data 
Using the first two PC's, all genes are clustered into two clusters. We cannot separate 
the protein complexes and pathways based on the result. Commonly, the data set with very 
small number of attributes is not appropriate for clustering analysis. 
Using the first three or four PC's, the clusters of SOM have a match with the clusters 
using original data. The tables 11 and 12 show the redistribution of original data cluster 
genes in the clusters resulted from PC's data. Table 11 shows the following matching 
relation: 
CO- CO', Cl - Cl', C2- C2', C3 - C3', C4- C4', C5 - C5' 
Table 12 also shows such kind of matching relation: 
CO- Cl', Cl - CO', C2 - C3', C3 - C2', C4-C5', C5 - C4' 
Tables 13 and 14 show the cluster results using the first three and four PC's 
separately. The genes in protein complexes, which show strong co-expression relationship in 
original data, still show strong co-expression pattern. It provides at least equivalent, even 
better result for such kind of genes. But for genes in other pathways except protein 
complexes, it does not improve clustering performance using the first few PC's. 
PCA summarizes the most information in the data to the first several PC's. The first 
few PC's present most variance of the data set. On the one hand, the first few PC's give 
good represent to the data, discarding some noise; but on the other hand, they also lose some 
information in the data. It is much easier for PCA to extract information from strong co-
expression patterns than weak co-expression patterns. For strong co-expression patterns, the 
lost information is a small part and does not affect much to clustering. Then the PCA data 
set, which removes some noise, improves the clustering performance for strong co-
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expression genes. But for weak co-expression patterns, more information is lost and 
clustering quality degrades. 
Table 11: The clusters match between the results of first three PC's data and original data 
3PC's 
CO' Cl' C2' C3' C4' CS' 
co 34 10 5 0 0 0 
Cl 16 34 8 0 0 0 
C2 9 0 27 0 4 0 
C3 4 4 2 12 I 5 
C4 0 0 2 0 23 5 
cs 0 0 0 I 0 31 
Table 12: The clusters match between the results of first four PC's data and original data 
4PC's 
CO' Cl' C2' C3' C4' CS' 
co 13 30 I 5 0 0 
Cl 25 13 12 8 0 0 
C2 3 6 4 20 0 7 
C3 6 I 14 0 2 5 
C4 0 0 2 7 I 20 
cs 0 0 I 0 31 0 
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Table 13: Pathway Genes Distribution among the 6 Clusters using first three PC's 
Pathway CO' Cl' C2' C3' C4' C5' Total 
*Translation - Ribosome 38 31 3 1 1 0 74 
Translation - Translation factors 11 7 14 2 2 3 39 
Translation - Aminoacyle tRNA bio 4 4 7 3 2 2 22 
*Transcription - Basal trans factors 3 1 4 3 8 3 22 
*Transcription - RNA polymerase 6 4 11 1 6 0 28 
*Degradation - Proteasome 1 0 0 1 2 28 32 
*Repli&Repair - DNA polymerase (6,E) 0 0 1 1 4 3 9 
Degradation - Protein export 0 1 1 1 2 2 7 
Table 14: Pathway Genes Distribution among the 6 Clusters using first four PC's 
Pathway CO' Cl' C2' C3' C4' C5' Total 
*Translation - Ribosome 28 37 5 4 0 0 74 
Translation - Translation factors 7 4 10 13 1 4 39 
Translation -Aminoacyle tRNA bio 6 2 7 3 2 2 22 
*Transcription - Basal trans factors 2 3 1 6 2 8 22 
*Transcription - RNA polymerase 4 3 6 10 0 5 28 
*Degradation - Proteasome 0 0 2 0 25 5 32 
*Repli&Repair- DNA polymerase (6,E) 0 0 1 0 2 6 9 
Degradation - Protein export 0 1 2 2 2 0 7 
ART-2 
The result of using ART-2 (vigilance = 0.9) to cluster the pathway data set is shown 
in Table 15. The genes in clusters 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 can be considered as outliers. The 
centroid view of non-noise clusters is shown in Figure 8. The clusters 3 and 6 in ART-2 
result match the clusters O and I in SOM result, which contain Ribosome genes. The cluster 1 
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in ART-2 result is identical with cluster 5 in SOM result, which contains Proteasome genes. 
The cluster 12 in ART-2 result matches the cluster 2 in SOM result, which contains genes in 
transcription and translation pathways. 
Compared with SOM clustering result, we also find that ART-2 gives more converted 
result for protein complexes. The distribution of Basal transcription factor and RNA 
polymerase genes are diverse in SOM result. In ART-2 result, most genes in the two 
complexes are grouped into cluster 4. Both of the two complexes are related with the 
transcription process, the clustering result is consistent with the biological meaning. 
In ART-2 result, the genes in pathway Translation factors and pathway Aminoacyle tRNA 
biosynthesis also show similar expression pattern, which is meaningful because the two 
pathways both are related with the translation process. 
Table 15: Pathway genes distribution among clusters of ART-2 result 
co Cl C2 C3 C4 cs C6 C7 C8 C9 CIO Cl I Cl2 Total 
*G_T_R 0 0 0 23 13 0 34 1 0 0 0 0 3 74 
G_T_T 0 3 0 1 22 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 10 39 
G_T_A 0 1 0 2 16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 22 
*G_TR_B 0 3 0 0 13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 22 
*G_TR_R 0 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 28 
*G_S_PR 0 28 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 
*G_R 2 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
G_S_PE 0 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 
Note: G_ T _R (Translation - Ribosome), G_ T _ T (Translation - Translation factors), G_ T _A (Translation - Aminoacyle 
tRNA bio), G_ TR_B (Transcription - Basal trans factors), G_ TR_R (Transcription - RNA polymerase), G_S_PR 
(Degradation - Proteasome), G_R (Repli&Repair - DNA polymerase (b,E)), G_S_PE (Degradation - Protein export) 
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Figure 8: Centroid view of ART-2 clusters 
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3rd Data Set: Maize Chloroplast Proteomics Data 
Principal components analysis to the protein pool 
The five principal components are shown in Table 16. The plots of coefficients of the 
first four PCs are shown in Figure 9. The first PC represents the overall depressed expression 
of proteins, which are expressed before maize is moved into light, but are depressed after 
illumination in light. The second and third PCs represent the early expression but depressed 
in middle time and induced in late time again. The fourth PC represents the late expression. 
Previous research shows that during the development of thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts 
from the prolamellar membrane of etioplasts, three groups of polypeptides exist: those 
already present in etioplasts (represented by the first PC), those develop after brief 
illumination to light (represented by the second and third PCs), and those develop after 
continuous illumination to light (represented by the fourth PC) [22]. 
The result also shows that the variance is distributed into each PC more evenly than 
Microarray data. The reason is that proteomics data has larger experiment variance. 
Table 16: Result of PCA of Greening Process data 
Projection on condition Principal Components 
1 2 3 4 5 
T=0 -0.2457 0.0783 0.0221 -0.7723 -0.5802 
T=2 -0.3152 0.1386 0.0821 -0.4844 0.8 
T=4 -0.3805 -0.9143 0.1361 0.025 0.0096 
T= 12 -0.57 0.1255 -0.7849 0.2035 -0.0426 
T=48 -0.6087 0.3506 0.5985 0.3563 -0.1463 
Eigenvalue 16.6 10.59 8.43 6.49 5.02 
% variance 35.2% 22.5% 17.9% 13.8% 10.7% 
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One goal of the maize Greening Process project is to identify about 50 proteins that 
change expression level over time in the process. Clustering method is used to group the 
proteins into different expression clusters. The clusters are classified as Early expression, 
Middle expression and Late expression. Figure 10, 11 and 12 are the classifications of 
clusters from SOM, Hierarchical Clustering and ART-2 for the same data set, separately. 
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Based on the clustering result, 47 spots are identified. The identified proteins and their 
classification are shown in Table 17. 
Considering the classification for the same spot, the three clustering methods give 
same or similar result for most of the identified spots. 29 spots' classifications agree for 
Hierarchical, SOM and ART-2; 14 spots, SOM and ART-2 agree for classification, but 
Hierarchical disagrees; 4 spots' classifications are different for SOM and ART-2. 
Considering the matching of one gene's cluster pattern and its actual expression 
pattern, ART-2 provides better result than SOM for those genes that they disagree for the 
classification. The figure 13 presents the centroid views of SOM and ART-2 clustering 
results for the genes and the genes' actual expression patterns. For Spot 8633, ART-2 
provides much better clustering pattern matching with the gene's actual expression pattern 
than SOM. For Spot 7616, the clusters' shape from SOM and ART-2 results are similar 
except ART-2 matches better with the gene's actual expression for the time point 0, where 
the gene's expression value is zero. The Spot 5507 expression is very close to zero at the first 
two time points. It could be considered as no expression at the early time. ART-2 clusters the 
gene as middle expression without early expression. But SOM clustering result classifies the 
gene as early and middle expression. The centroid of the SOM cluster has significant positive 
value at the time points O and 1. For Spot 2714, neither SOM nor ART-2 provides perfect 
pattern match with its actual expression. ART-2 result cluster matches better for the gene's 
expression at early time points, but SOM performs better at the late time points. 
In the identified spots, spots 3324, 4209 are chaperonin 10 (cpnlO) and chaperonin 20 
(cpn 20). In germinating cotyledons, the accumulation of chl-Cpn 10 is accelerated by light 
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[23]. The two proteins are classified as Early/Middle expression in the clustering results, 
which are consistent with the previous research. 
Spot 329 is maize nucleic acid binding protein, which is thought to be involved in 
post-transcriptional regulation of chloroplast gene expression. This protein is light dependent 
because of its involvement in chloroplast biogenesis [24]. The Middle Expression of the 
protein from the clustering result is consistent with the fact. 
Spots 4305, 3320 and 3330 are proteins related with Oxygen Evolving Complex, 
which is a multi-subunit complex that catalyzes the light driven oxidation of water to 0 2• In 
barley, antibodies raised against the 17Kda, 23kDa, and 33 kDa subunit increase until 8 hours 
and then plateaus [25]. Here the clustering result shows the proteins in maize are expressed in 
middle and late time. The activity that the protein complex catalyzes, light driven oxidation 
of water to 0 2, should be accelerated after the plant is moved into light. The plant will 














Figure 11: The classification of clusters from Hierarchical Clustering 
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Figure 12: The classification of clusters from ART-2 
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Figure 13: The comparison of clustering pattern with gene's actual expression 
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number annotation cellular function cluster classificaion cluster cluster classification 
blue light 
3632 cryptochrome 1 (AB073546) photorecptor 16 E E 8 E 
blue light 
4741 cryptochrome I (AB073546) IPhotorecptor 16 E E 19 E 
1246 ATPase beta subunit (TC85581) !proton pump 12 F/M F/M 10 F/M 
RuBisCo subunit binding protein 
alpha subunit, chlroplast 
precursor( 60kD chaperonin alpha 
3603 subunit) chaperonin 8 F/M F/M IO F/M 
RuBisCo subunit binding protein 
alpha subunit, chlroplast 
precursor(60kD chaperonin alpha 
3615 subunit) chaperonin 12 F/M E IO E/M 
20kDa chaperonin (chloroplast 
f4209 !Protein CPNIO) TC88576 chaperonin 8 F/M F/M IO F/M 
6537 acetyl CoA carboxylase (TC88557) fatty acid synthesis 14 F/M F/M 10 E/M 
RuBisCo subunit binding protein 
alpha subunit, chlroplast 
precursor(60kD chaperonin alpha 
3317 subunit) chaperonin 4 eJM M 18 EIM 
4305 33 kDa OEC of PSII (TC81083) photosynthesis f4 F/M M 18 E/M 
sucrose synthase 2, UDP-
glucose:D-fructose 2-glucosyl- glycosyltransferase 
7313 transferase (TC81138) family 13 M M 4 M 
7616 A TPase subunit alpha (TC90687) proton pump f4 E/M M 12 MIL 
starch debranching & 
6441 SUI isoamylase (TC82049) biosynthesis 1 L M 5 L 
8633 A TPase subunit alpha (TC90687) proton pump 0 MIL M 15 E/M 
20 kDa or 10 kDa chaperonin, 
3324 chloroplast percursor (TC887 l 2 ) chaperonin 9 M E/M 4 M 
RuBisCo subunit binding protein 
alpha subunit, chlroplast 
precursor(60kD chaperonin alpha 
3610 subunit) chaperonin 8 F/M E/M IO E/M 
plastid-specific ribosomal protein 2 
4219 { Spinacia oleracea} (TC89 l 02 ) plastome translation 14 E/M E/M 10 E/M 
enolase (2 phospho D glycerate 
4417 hydroylase)(A Y054253) glycolysis 8 E/M F/M 10 E/M 
5518 A TPase subunit beta proton pump 8 E/M E/M 10 E/M 
acetyl CoA carboxylase (EC 
7537 6.4.1.2) fatty acid synthesis 9 M E/M 4 M 
beta-D-glucosidase (EC3.2. l),glu2 
8520 precursor hydrolysis 14 E/M E/M 10 E/M 
2720 heat shock protein 70 (AF217459) chaperonin 5 M/L M/L 11 M/L 
phosphoglycerate kinase, 
4409 chloroplast precursor (TC82882) Cal vi n Cycle 5 MIL M/L 11 M/L 
5507 ATPase subunit beta proton pump 8 E/M E/M 6 M 
6711 ClpC protease(AF022909) protease 5 M/L M/L 11 M/L 
7230 hypothetical protein (AC0905 l 93) unknown 2 L L 2 L 
regulation of cp gene 
329 nucleic acid-binding protein expression 15 M E/M 17 M 
2714 heat shock protein 70 (AF217459) chaperonin IO M E/M ll M/L 
4520 A TPase subunit beta proton pump II M M/L 0 M 
4534 A TPase subunit beta proton pump 15 M E/M 17 M 
6705 ClpC protease(AB022324) protease II M E/M 11 M 
201 ATPase subunit delta (TC86875) proton pump 6 M/L M/L I M/L 
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Table 17 ( continued) 
spot SOM SOM bier. ART2 ART2 
number annotation cellular function cluster classificaion cluster cluster classification 
33 kDa OEC of PSII, putative 
3330 (AP003203) lphotosvnthesis 6 MIL MIL 11 MIL 
chloroplast NADP-malate 
dehydrogenase (NADP-MDH) 
5406 (Xl6084) (TC85027) lohotosvnthesis 6 MIL MIL 11 MIL 
starch debranching & 
5421 amylase, putative (AC022457) biosvnthesis 7 MIL L 11 MIL 
5504 ATPase subunit beta (M31464) iproton pump 3 L L I L 
6439 ATPase subunit gamma (TC88574) :proton pumo 7 L L 1 L 
7414 A TPase subunit _gamma TC88574 proton pump 7 L L 1 L 
33 kD subunit of OEC, PSII 
3320 (AY056401) or (AF372898) ohotosvnthesis 3 L L 3 L 
unknown protein; 105229-102792 
3629 (AC016662) unknown 3 L L 1 L 
4533 A TPase subunit beta proton pump 7 L L 1 L 
blue light 
4738 crvotochrome I (AB073546) ohotorecotor 3 L L 3 L 
5517 A TPase subunit beta (AB037543) oroton oumo 3 L L 3 L 
5725 ATPase subunit beta (AF267641) proton pump 2 L L 3 L 
Zea mays putative glyceraldehyde-
3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
6402 (TC84809) Calvin Cvcle 2 L L 1 L 
6511 ATPase subunit beta (M31464) !proton pump 3 L L 3 L 
6708 A TPase beta subunit (TC85581) loroton pump 3 L L 3 L 
8632 A TPase subunit aloha (TC90687) loroton oumo 7 L M 1 L 
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CHAPTER 4 SUMMARY 
Microarray technology allows researchers to measure expression levels for thousands 
of genes simultaneously, across different conditions and over time. Analysis of the global 
gene expression data looks insight into the transcriptional state of the cell. As such, it has 
become a powerful tool in genetic network research and functional genomics. 
A wide range of computational and statistical tools is required to extract information 
from the data set and provide insights for biologists. A key step in the analysis of the large 
amounts of data is searching groups of genes with similar expression patterns. Hierarchical 
clustering algorithms are employed to organize genes into phylogenetic tree whose branch 
lengths represent the degree of similarity between genes and the observer can recognize 
patterns from the tree [2]. SOM algorithm is also used to explore the gene expression patterns 
by Tamayo, etc [9]. Not limited by the rigid structure of hierarchical clustering, SOM also 
can deal with noise in the data set and is easy to implement, fast and scalable. The result of 
SOM is easy to be visualized and interpreted. User can get intuitive sense from the result 
clusters. 
We use ART-2 for gene expression analysis in this project. It provides very good 
clustering quality. ART-2 is not limited by the rigid structure of Hierarchical Clustering and 
is not required to determine the clustering number in the beginning like SOM. Compared 
with SOM, ART-2 gets similar clustering result when applying to the same data set. It also 
can differentiate some similar expression patterns that cannot be captured by SOM. Like 
SOM, ART-2 has the ability to deal with noise in the data set by setting outliers into separate 
groups. This method is also scalable and easy to represent the output. 
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PCA is a useful method to reduce the dimensionality of data set. It uses a new set of 
variables (principal components) to summarize the features of the original data set. The 
principal components are unrelated and ordered, where the order of PC's represents their 
order to contain variance. The kth PC contains the kth largest variance among all PC's. 
Applied to gene expression data, PCA gives some meaningful result since each 
principal component is a linear combination of the original variables. In our data sets, the 
first several PC's contain most variation in the data, and each PC can be interpreted well 
from biological meaning. 
In PCA, the first several PC's contain most variance of the data set. They are 
considered to summarize the most information in the data. The last few PC's are often 
assumed to capture only "noise" in the data. But the first few PC's do not necessarily contain 
more cluster structure information than other PC's [13]. Clustering with first few PC's 
instead of original variables often degrades the clustering quality [12]. Prior to clustering 
gene expression data, it should be careful to apply PCA first. 
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